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Abstract
Most existing studies in text-to-SQL tasks do
not require generating complex SQL queries
with multiple clauses or sub-queries, and gen-
eralizing to new, unseen databases. In this
paper we propose SyntaxSQLNet, a syntax
tree network to address the complex and cross-
domain text-to-SQL generation task. Syn-
taxSQLNet employs a SQL specific syn-
tax tree-based decoder with SQL generation
path history and table-aware column atten-
tion encoders. We evaluate SyntaxSQLNet
on the Spider text-to-SQL task, which con-
tains databases with multiple tables and com-
plex SQL queries with multiple SQL clauses
and nested queries. We use a database split
setting where databases in the test set are un-
seen during training. Experimental results
show that SyntaxSQLNet can handle a signifi-
cantly greater number of complex SQL exam-
ples than prior work, outperforming the pre-
vious state-of-the-art model by 7.3% in ex-
act matching accuracy. We also show that
SyntaxSQLNet can further improve the perfor-
mance by an additional 7.5% using a cross-
domain augmentation method, resulting in a
14.8% improvement in total. To our knowl-
edge, we are the first to study this complex and
cross-domain text-to-SQL task.1
1 Introduction
Text-to-SQL task is one of the most important sub-
task of semantic parsing in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP). It maps natural language sentences
to corresponding SQL queries.
In recent years, some state-of-the-art methods
with Seq2Seq encoder-decoder architectures are
able to obtain more than 80% exact matching ac-
curacy on some complex text-to-SQL benchmarks
such as ATIS and GeoQuery. These models seem
to have already solved most problems in this area.
1Code available at https://github.com/taoyds/syntaxsql
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Figure 1: To address the complex text-to-SQL gener-
ation task, SyntaxSQLNet employs a tree-based SQL
generator. For example, our model can systematically
generate a nested query as illustrated above.
However, as (Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018) show,
because of the problematic task definition in the
traditional datasets, most of these models just
learn to match semantic parsing results, rather than
truly learn to understand the meanings of inputs
and generalize to new programs and databases.
More specifically, most existing complex text-to-
SQL datasets have less than 500 SQL labels. They
are expanded by paraphrasing 4-10 questions for
each SQL query. Under the standard train and
test split (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005), most
queries in the test set also appear in the train
set. The WikiSQL dataset recently developed
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by (Zhong et al., 2017) is much larger and does
use different databases for training and testing,
but it only contains very simple SQL queries and
database schemas.
To address those issues in the current semantic
parsing datasets, Yu et al. (2018b) have developed
a large-scale human labeled text-to-SQL dataset
consisting of 10,181 questions, 5,693 unique com-
plex SQL queries, and 200 databases with multi-
ple tables. They split the dataset into train/dev/test
by databases, defining a new complex and cross-
domain text-to-SQL task that requires models to
generalize well to both new SQL queries and
databases. The task cannot be solved easily with-
out truly understanding the semantic meanings of
the input questions.
In this paper, we propose SyntaxSQLNet, a
SQL specific syntax tree network to address the
Spider task. Specifically, to generate complex
SQL queries with multiple clauses, selections and
sub-queries, we develop a syntax tree-based de-
coder with SQL generation path history. To make
our model learn to generalize to new databases
with new tables and columns, we also develop a
table-aware column encoder. Our contributions
are as follows:
• We propose SQL specific syntax tree networks
for the complex and cross-domain text-to-SQL
task, which is able to solve nested queries on
unseen databases. We are the first to develop
a methodology for this challenging semantic
parsing task.
• We introduce a SQL specific syntax tree-based
decoder with SQL path history and table-aware
column attention encoders. Even with no hyper-
parameter tuning, our model can significantly
outperform the previous best models, with an
7.3% boost in exact matching accuracy. Error
analysis shows that our model is able to general-
ize, and solve much more complex (e.g., nested)
queries in new databases than prior work.
• We also develop a cross-domain data augmen-
tation method to generate more diverse training
examples across databases, which further im-
proves the exact matching accuracy by 7.5%.
As a result, our model achieves 27.2% accuracy,
a 14.8% total improvement compared with the
previous best model.
2 Related Work
Semantic parsing maps natural language to formal
meaning representations. There are a range of rep-
resentations, such as logic forms and executable
programs (Zelle and Mooney, 1996; Zettlemoyer
and Collins, 2005; Wong and Mooney, 2007; Das
et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Banarescu et al.,
2013; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Reddy et al.,
2014; Berant and Liang, 2014; Pasupat and Liang,
2015; Herzig and Berant, 2018).
As a sub-task of semantic parsing, the text-to-
SQL problem has been studied for decades (War-
ren and Pereira, 1982; Popescu et al., 2003a, 2004;
Li et al., 2006; Giordani and Moschitti, 2012;
Wang et al., 2017b). The methods proposed in
the database community (Li and Jagadish, 2014;
Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017) tend to involve hand
feature engineering and user interactions with the
systems. In this work, we focus on recent neu-
ral network-based approaches (Yin et al., 2016;
Zhong et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2017a; Iyer et al., 2017; Gur et al., 2018; Suhr
et al., 2018). Dong and Lapata (2016) intro-
duce a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) approach
to converting texts to logical forms. Most pre-
vious work focuses on a specific table schema.
Zhong et al. (2017) publish the WikiSQL dataset
and propose a seq2seq model with reinforcement
learning to generate SQL queries. Xu et al. (2017)
further improve the results on the WikiSQL task
by using a SQL-sketch based approach employ-
ing a sequence-to-set model. Dong and Lap-
ata (2018) propose a coarse-to-fine model which
achieves the new state-of-the-art performances on
several datasets including WikiSQL. Their model
first generate a sketch of the target program. Then
the model fills in missing details in the sketch.
Our syntax tree-based decoder is related to re-
cent work that exploits syntax information for
code generation tasks (Yin and Neubig, 2017; Ra-
binovich et al., 2017). Yin and Neubig (2017)
introduce a neural model that transduces a nat-
ural language statement into an abstract syntax
tree (AST). While they format the generation pro-
cess as a seq2seq decoding of rules and tokens,
our model uses a sequence-to-set module for each
grammar component, and calls them recursively to
generate a SQL syntax tree. Similarly, Rabinovich
et al. (2017) propose abstract syntax networks that
use a collection of recursive modules for decod-
ing. Our model differs from theirs in the following
points. First, we exploit a SQL specific grammar
instead of AST. AST-based models have to pre-
dict many non-terminal rules before predicting the
terminal tokens, involving more steps. Whereas,
our SQL-specific grammar enables direct predic-
tion of SQL tokens. Second, our model uses dif-
ferent sequence-to-set modules to avoid the “or-
dering issue” (Xu et al., 2017) in many code gen-
eration tasks. Third, different from (Rabinovich
et al., 2017), we pass a pre-order traverse of SQL
decoding history to each module. This provides
each module with important dependence informa-
tion: e.g., if a SQL query has GROUP BY, it is
very likely that the grouped column has appeared
in SELECT too. Finally, instead of sharing param-
eters across different modules, we train each mod-
ule separately, because the parameters of different
modules could have different converge times.
In addition to the distinction in model design,
our work differs from theirs in the data and task
definition. They aim to develop general syn-
tax model for code generation via abstract syn-
tax trees. Instead, we are interested in solving the
complex and cross-domain SQL query generation
problem; this motivates us to take advantage of
SQL specific syntax for decoding, which guides
systematic generation of complex SQL queries.
3 Problem Formulation
This work aims to tackle the complex text-to-SQL
task that involves multiple tables, SQL clauses and
nested queries. Further, we use separate databases
for training and testing, aiming to develop models
that generalize to new databases.
Dataset. We use Spider (Yu et al., 2018b) 2 as
the main dataset, which contains 10,181 ques-
tions, 5,693 unique complex SQL queries, and 200
databases with multiple tables.
Task and Challenges.
• The dataset contains a large number of complex
SQL labels, which involve more tables, SQL
clauses, and nested queries than prior datasets
such as WikiSQL. Existing models developed
for the WikiSQL task cannot handle those com-
plex SQL queries in the Spider dataset.
• The dataset contains 200 databases (∼138 do-
mains), and different databases are used for
2The Spider task website is at https://yale-lily.
github.io/spider
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Figure 2: Our modules and SQL grammar used in de-
coding process. A round symbol represents a SQL to-
kens, a table column, etc. A square symbol indicates a
module that predicts the next SQL token from its cor-
responding token instances with the same color.
training and testing. Unlike most previous se-
mantic parsing tasks (e.g., ATIS), this task re-
quires models to generalize to new, unseen
databases.
In sum, we train and test models on different com-
plex SQL queries from different databases in this
task. This aims to ensure that models can make
the correct prediction only when they truly under-
stand the meaning of the questions under the given
database, rather than by mere memorization.
4 Methodology
Similar to (Rabinovich et al., 2017), our model
structures the decoder as a collection of recursive
modules. However, as we discussed in the re-
lated work section, we make use of a SQL specific
grammar to guide the decoding process, which al-
lows us to take advantage of SQL queries’ well-
defined structure. Also, modules do not share any
parameters so that we train each of them indepen-
dently.
4.1 Module Overview
Our model decomposes the SQL decoding process
into 9 modules to handle the prediction of differ-
ent SQL components such as keywords, operators,
and columns. We provide the overview in this sec-
tion and more details in later sections.
Figure 2 illustrates our modules and SQL gram-
mar used in decoding process. A round symbol
represents a SQL token, such as SELECT, WHERE,
a table column, etc. A square symbol indicates
a module that predicts the next SQL token from
its corresponding token instances with the same
color. Specifically, we have the following mod-
ules.
• IUEN Module, predicting INTERSECT,
UNION, EXCEPT, and NONE, which deter-
mines if we need to call itself again to gen-
erate nested queries.
• KW Module, predicting keywords from
WHERE, GROUP BY, and ORDER BY. All
queries in our dataset have SELECT.
• COL Module, predicting table columns.
• OP Module, for =, >, <, >=, <=, ! =,
LIKE, NOT IN, IN, BETWEEN.
• AGG Module, predicting aggregators from
MAX, MIN, SUM, COUNT, AVG, and NONE.
• Root/Terminal Module, predicting the ROOT
of a new subquery or terminal value. It also
enables our model to generate nested queries.
• AND/ORModule, predicting the presence of
AND or OR operator between two conditions.
• DESC/ASC/LIMIT Module, predicting the
keywords associated with ORDER BY. It is
invoked only when ORDER BY is predicted
before.
• HAVINGModule, predicting the presence of
HAVING for GROUP BY clause. It is invoked
only when GROUP BY is predicted earlier.
4.2 SQL Grammar
In order to structure our decoder to generate com-
plex queries, we consider a SQL grammar. It
determines which module to be invoked at each
recursive decoding step. Figure 2 illustrates our
SQL grammar. During decoding process, given
the current SQL token and the SQL history (the
tokens we have gone over to reach the current to-
ken), we determine which module to invoke, and
predict the next SQL token to generate.
To invoke some modules such as HAVING and
OP during decoding, we not only check the type
of current token instance but also see whether
the type of the previously decoded SQL token
is GROUP for HAVING module, and WHERE or
HAVING for OP module.
In the grammar, IUEN and Root/Terminal mod-
ules are able to generate ROOT, which can activate
IUEN module again. In this way, our model can
recursively generate nested subqueries, and can
also predict two or more subqueries in queries that
have EXCEPT, INTERSECT, and UNION.
4.3 Input Encoder
Our inputs of each module consist of three types of
information: question, table schema, and current
SQL decoding history path. We encode a question
sentence by a bi-directional LSTM, BiLSTMQ.
We encode table schema and history path in the
manners described below.
4.3.1 Table-Aware Column Representation
In order to generalize to new databases in testing,
it is important to make our model learn to obtain
necessary information from a database schema.
SQLNet (Xu et al., 2017) encodes this infor-
mation by running different bi-directional LSTMs
over words in each column name, whereas Type-
SQL (Yu et al., 2018a) first obtains embedding for
each column name by taking the average embed-
ding of the words constituting the column name,
and then runs a single biLSTM on the embeddings
of all columns in a table. Yu et al. (2018b) show
that the column encoding method of SQLNet out-
performs that of TypeSQL in the database split
setting, and the result reverses under the example
split setting.
While SQLNet and TypeSQL only need the col-
umn names as WikiSQL dataset only contains one
table per question-SQL pair, Spider’s databases
contain multiple tables. To address this setting,
we propose to use both table and column names to
construct column embeddings.
Specifically, given a database, for each col-
umn, we first get the list for words in its table
name, words in its column name, and the type in-
formation of the column (string, or number, pri-
mary/foreign key), as an initial input of the col-
umn. Next, like SQLNet, the table-aware column
representation of the given column is computed as
the final hidden state of a BiLSTM running on top
of this sequence. This way, the encoding scheme
can capture both the global (table names) and lo-
cal (column names and types) information in the
database schema to understand a natural language
question in the context of the given database.
We also experimented with a hierarchical table
and column encoding, where we first obtain em-
bedding for each table name and then incorporate
that information into column encoding. But this
encoding method did not perform as well.
4.3.2 SQL Decoding History
In addition to question and column information,
we also pass the SQL query’s current decoding
history as an input to each module. This enables us
to use the information of previous decoding states
to predict the next SQL token. For example, in
Figure 1, the COL module would be more likely
to predict salary in the subquery by consider-
ing the path history which contains salary for
HAVING, and SELECT in the main query.
In contract, each module in SQLNet does
not consider the previous decoded SQL history.
Hence, if directly applied to our recursive SQL de-
coding steps, each module would just predict the
same output every time it is invoked. By passing
the SQL history, each module is able to predict
a different output according to the history every
time it is called during the recursive SQL genera-
tion process. Also, the SQL history can improve
the performance of each module on long and com-
plex queries because the history helps the model
capture the relations between clauses.
Predicted SQL history is used during test de-
coding. For training, we first traverse each node
in the gold query tree in pre-order to generate gold
SQL path history for each training example used
in different modules.
4.3.3 Attention for Input Encoding
For each module, like SQLNet (Xu et al., 2017),
we apply the attention mechanism to encode ques-
tion representation. We also employs this tech-
nique on SQL path history encoding. The specific
formulas used are described in the next section.
4.4 Module Details
Similarly to SQLNet, we employ a sketch-based
approach for each module. We apply a sequence-
to-set prediction framework introduced by (Xu
et al., 2017), to avoid the order issue that hap-
pens in seq2seq based models for SQL gen-
eration. For example, in Figure 1, SELECT
salary, dept name is the same as SELECT
dept name, salary. The traditional seq2seq
decoder generates each of them one by one in or-
der; hence the model could get penalized even if
the prediction and gold label are the same as sets.
To avoid this problem, SQLNet predicts them to-
gether in one step so that their order does not affect
the model’s training process. For instance, in Fig-
ure 1, our model invokes the COL module to pre-
dict salary and dept name, and push to stack
at the same time.
However, SQLNet only covers pre-defined SQL
sketches, and its modules do not pass information
to one another. To resolve these problems, Syn-
taxSQLNet employs a syntax tree-based decod-
ing method that recursively calls different modules
based on a SQL grammar. Further, the history of
generated SQL tokens is passed through modules,
allowing SyntaxSQLNet to keep track of the re-
cursive decoding steps.
We first describe how to compute the condi-
tional embeddingH1/2 of an embeddingH1 given
another embeddingH2:
H1/2 = softmax(H1WH>2 )H1.
Here W is a trainable parameter. Moreover, we
get a probability distribution from a given score
matrixU by
P(U) = softmax (Vtanh(U)) ,
whereV is a trainable parameter.
We denote the hidden states of LSTM on ques-
tion embeddings, path history, and columns em-
beddings as HQ, HHS, and HCOL respectively. In
addition, we denote the hidden states of LSTM
on multiple keywords embeddings and keywords
embeddings as HMKW and HKW respectively. Fi-
nally, we use W to denote trainable parameters
that are not shared between modules. The output
of each module is computed as follows:
IUEN Module In the IUEN module, since
only one of the multiple keywords from
{INTERSECT,UNION,EXCEPT,NONE} will be
used, we compute the probabilities by
PIUEN = P
(
W1H
>
Q/MKW +W2H
>
HS/MKW +W3H
>
MKW
)
KW Module In the KW module, we first
predict the number of keywords in the SQL
query and then predict the keywords from
{SELECT,WHERE,GROUP BY,ORDER BY}.
P numKW = P
(
Wnum1 H
num
Q/KW
> +Wnum2 H
num
HS/KW
>
)
P valKW = P
(
Wval1 H
val
Q/KW
>
+Wval2 H
val
HS/KW
>
+Wval3 HKW
>
)
COLModule Similarly, in the COL module, we
first predict the number of columns in the SQL
query and then predict which ones to use.
P numCOL = P
(
Wnum1 H
num
Q/COL
> +Wnum2 H
num
HS/COL
>
)
P valCOL = P
(
Wval1 H
val
Q/COL
>
+Wval2 H
val
HS/COL
>
+Wval3 HCOL
>
)
OP Module In the OP module, for each pre-
dicted column from the COL module that is in
the WHERE clause, we first predict the num-
ber of operators on it then predict which op-
erators to use from {=, >, <, >=, <=, !=
, LIKE, NOTIN, IN, BETWEEN}. We use HCS
to denote the embedding of one of the predicted
columns from the COL module.
P numOP = P
(
Wnum1 H
num
Q/CS
> +Wnum2 H
num
HS/CS
> +Wnum3 HCS
>
)
P valOP = P
(
Wval1 H
val
Q/CS
>
+Wval2 H
val
HS/CS
>
+Wval3 HCS
>
)
AGG Module In the AGG module, for each
predicted column from the COL module, we
first predict the number of aggregators on it
then predict which aggregators to use from
{MAX,MIN,SUM,COUNT,AVG,NONE}
P numAGG = P
(
Wnum1 H
num
Q/CS
> +Wnum2 H
num
HS/CS
> +Wnum3 HCS
>
)
P valAGG = P
(
Wval1 H
val
Q/CS
>
+Wval2 H
val
HS/CS
>
+Wval3 HCS
>
)
Root/Terminal Module To predict nested sub-
queries, we add a module to predict if there is a
new “ROOT” after an operator, which allows the
model to decode queries recursively. For each pre-
dicted column from the COL module that is in
the WHERE clause, we first call OP module, and
then predict whether the next decoding step is a
“ROOT” node or a value terminal node by
PRT = P
(
W1H
>
Q/CS +W2H
>
HS/CS +W3H
>
CS
)
AND/OR Module For each condition column
predicted from the COL module with number big-
ger than 1, we predict from {AND,OR} by
PAO = P
(
W1H
>
Q +W2H
>
HS
)
DESC/ASC/LIMIT Module In this module,
for each predicted column from the COL module
that is in the ORDER BY clause, we predict
from {DESC,ASC, DESC LIMIT,ASC LIMIT} by
PDAL = P
(
W1H
>
Q/CS +W2H
>
HS/CS +W3H
>
CS
)
HAVING Module In the HAVING module, for
each predicted column from the COL module that
is in the GROUP BY clause, we predict whether it
is in the HAVING clause by
PHAVING = P
(
W1H
>
Q/CS +W2H
>
HS/CS +W3H
>
CS
)
4.5 Recursive SQL Generation
The SQL generation process is a process of ac-
tivating different modules recursively. As illus-
trated in Figure 2, we employ a stack to organize
our decoding process. At each decoding step, we
pop one SQL token instance from the stack, and
invoke a module based on the grammar to predict
the next token instance, and then push the pre-
dicted instance into the stack. The decoding pro-
cess continues until the stack is empty.
More specifically, we initialize a stack with only
ROOT at the first decoding step. At the next step,
the stack pops ROOT. As illustrated in Figure 2,
ROOT actives the IUEN module to predict if there
is EXCEPT, INTERSECT or UNION. If so, there
are two subqueries to be generated in the next
step. If the model predicts NONE instead, it will
be pushed into the stack. The stack pops NONE at
next step. For example, in Figure 2, the current
popped token is SELECT, which is a instance of
keyword (KW) type. It calls the COL module to
predict a column name, which will be pushed to
the stack.
4.6 Data Augmentation
Even though Spider already has a significantly
larger number of complex queries than existing
datasets, the number of training examples for
some complex SQL components is still limited.
A widely used way is to conduct data augmenta-
tion to generate more training examples automati-
cally. Many studies (Berant and Liang, 2014; Iyer
et al., 2017; Su and Yan, 2017) have shown that
data augmentation can bring significant improve-
ment in performance.
In prior work, data augmentation was typically
performed within a single domain dataset. We pro-
pose a cross-domain data augmentation method
to expand our training data for complex queries.
Cross-domain data augmentation is more diffi-
cult than the in-domain setting because question-
program pairs tend to have domain specific words
and phrases.
To tackle this issue, we first create a list of
universal patterns for question-SQL pairs, based
on the human labeled pairs from all the differ-
ent training databases in Spider. To do so, we
use a script to remove (and later fill in) all the
table / column names and value tokens in the la-
beled question-SQL pairs, and then group together
the same SQL query patterns. Consequently, each
SQL query pattern has a list of about 5-20 corre-
sponding questions. In our task, we want to gen-
erate more complex training examples. Thus, we
filter out simple SQL query patterns by measuring
the length and the number of SQL keywords used.
We obtain about 280 different complex SQL query
patterns from over 4,000 SQL labels in the train set
of our corpus. We then select the 50 most frequent
complex SQL patterns that contain multiple SQL
components and nested subqueries.
After this, we manually edit the selected SQL
patterns and their corresponding list of questions
to make sure that the table/column/value slots in
the questions have one-to-one correspondence to
the slots in the corresponding SQL query. For each
slot, we also add column type or table informa-
tion. Thus, for example, columns with string type
do not appear in the column slot with integer type
during data augmentation (i.e., slot refilling) pro-
cess. In this way, our question-SQL patterns are
generated based on existing human labeled exam-
ples, which ensures that the generated training ex-
amples are natural.
Once we have the one-to-one slot mapping be-
tween questions and SQL queries, we apply a
script that takes a new database schema with type
information and generates new question-SQL ex-
amples by filling empty slots. Specifically, for
each table in WikiSQL, we first randomly sample
10 question-SQL patterns. We randomly sample
columns from the database schema based on its
type: for example, if the slot type in the pattern is
“number”, and then we only sample from columns
with “real” type in the current table. We then refill
the slots in both the question and SQL query with
the selected column names. Similarly, we also re-
fill table/value slots.
By this data augmentation method, we finally
obtain about 98,000 question and SQL pairs using
some WikiSQL databases with one single table.
5 Experiments
5.1 Dataset
In our experiments, we use Spider (Yu et al.,
2018b), a new large-scale human annotated text-
to-SQL dataset with complex SQL queries and
cross-domain databases. In addition to their origi-
nally annotated data, their training split includes
752 queries and 1659 questions from six ex-
isting datasets: Restaurants (Tang and Mooney,
2001; Popescu et al., 2003b), GeoQuery (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996), Scholar (Iyer et al., 2017), Aca-
demic (Li and Jagadish, 2014), Yelp and IMDB
(Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017). In total, this dataset
consists of 11,840 questions, 6,445 unique com-
plex SQL queries, and 206 databases with multi-
ple tables. We follow (Yu et al., 2018b), and use
146, 20, 40 databases for train, development, test,
respectively (randomly split). We also include the
question-SQL pair examples generated by our data
augmentation method in some experiments.
5.2 Metrics
We evaluate our model using SQL Component
Matching and Exact Matching proposed by (Yu
et al., 2018b). To compute the component
matching scores, Yu et al. (2018b) first decom-
pose predicted queries on SQL clauses including
SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, and
KEYWORDS separately. After that, they evaluate
each predicted clause and the ground truth as bags
of several sub-components, and check whether or
not these two sets of components match exactly.
Exact matching score is 1 if the model predicts all
clauses correctly for a given example.
To better understand model performance on
different queries, (Yu et al., 2018b) divide SQL
queries into 4 levels: easy, medium, hard, extra
hard. The definition of difficulty is based on the
number of SQL components, selections, and con-
ditions.
5.3 Experimental Settings
Our model is implemented in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017). We build each module based on the
TypeSQL (Yu et al., 2018a) implementation. We
use fixed, pre-trained GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014) embeddings for question, SQL history, and
schema tokens. For each experiment, the dimen-
sion and dropout rate of all hidden layers is set to
120 and 0.3 respectively. We use Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) with the default hyperparameters
for optimization, with a batch size of 64. The same
loss functions in (Xu et al., 2017) are used for
each module. The code is available on https:
//github.com/taoyds/syntaxsql.
6 Results and Discussion
Table 1 presents SyntaxSQLNet’s dev and test re-
sults compared to previous state-of-the-art mod-
els on the Spider dataset with database splitting.
Our model with SQL history and data augmenta-
Method
Test Dev
Easy Medium Hard Extra Hard All All
Seq2Seq 11.9% 1.9% 1.3% 0.5% 3.7% 1.9%
Seq2Seq+Attention 14.9% 2.5% 2.0% 1.1% 4.8% 1.8%
Seq2Seq+Copying 15.4% 3.4% 2.0% 1.1% 5.3% 4.1%
SQLNet 26.2% 12.6% 6.6% 1.3% 12.4% 10.9%
TypeSQL 19.6% 7.6% 3.8% 0.8% 8.2% 8.0%
SyntaxSQLNet 48.0% 27.0% 24.3% 4.6% 27.2% 24.8%
-augment 38.6% 17.6% 16.3% 4.9% 19.7% 18.9%
-table -augment 37.5% 13.5% 12.4% 1.3% 16.4% 15.9%
-history -table -augment 18.1% 7.0% 0.2% 0.0% 6.8% 6.1%
Table 1: Accuracy of Exact Matching on SQL queries with different hardness levels.
Method SELECT WHERE GROUP BY ORDER BY KEYWORDS
Seq2Seq 13.0% 1.5% 3.3% 5.3% 8.7%
Seq2Seq+Attention 13.6% 3.1% 3.6% 9.9% 9.9%
Seq2Seq+Copying 12.0% 3.1% 5.3% 5.8% 7.3%
SQLNet 44.5% 19.8% 29.5% 48.8% 64.0%
TypeSQL 36.4% 16.0% 17.2% 47.7% 66.2%
SyntaxSQLNet 62.5% 34.8% 55.6% 60.9% 69.6%
-augment 53.9% 24.5% 44.4% 49.5% 71.3%
-table -augment 48.9% 20.1% 36.3% 46.8% 69.7%
-history -table -augment 26.7% 14.6% 11.8% 34.9% 64.6%
Table 2: F1 scores of Component Matching on all SQL queries on Test set.
tion achieves 27.2% exact matching on all SQL
queries, which is about 15% absolute increase
compared to the previous best models, SQLNet
and TypeSQL.
6.1 Comparison to Existing Methods
Even though our individual modules are similar
to SQLNet and TypeSQL, our syntax-aware de-
coder allows the modules to generate complex
SQL queries in a recursive manner based on the
SQL grammar. In addition, by incorporating the
SQL decoding history into modules during the de-
coding process, SyntaxSQL achieves a significant
gain in exact matching for queries of all hardness
levels. Specifically, even without our data aug-
mentation technique, SyntaxSQLNet outperforms
the previous best, SQLNet, by 7.3%. This result
suggests that the syntax and history information is
beneficial for this complex text-to-SQL task.
Moreover, the tree-based decoder enables Syn-
taxSQLNet to systematically generate nested
queries, boosting the performance for Hard/Extra
Hard. As Table 1 shows, SyntaxSQLNet achieves
particularly high scores 24.3% and 4.6% for Hard
and Extra Hard, which contain nested queries. The
Seq2Seq models suffer from generating ungram-
matical queries, yielding very low exact matching
accuracy on Hard and Extra Hard SQL queries. In
contrast, our model generates valid SQL queries
by enforcing the syntax.
For the detailed component matching results in
Table 2, our model consistently outperforms other
previous work by significant margins. Specifi-
cally, our model improve F1 score for most of the
SQL components by more than 10%.
6.2 Ablation Study
In order to understand the techniques that are re-
sponsible for the performance of our model, we
perform an ablation study where we remove one of
the proposed techniques from our model at a time.
The exact match scores are shown in the same ta-
bles as other previous models.
Data Augmentation Our model’s exact match-
ing performance on all queries drops 7.5% by ex-
cluding data augmentation technique. This drop
is particularly large for GROUP BY and ORDER
BY components (Table 2), for which the original
Spider dataset has a relatively small number of
training examples. Our cross-domain data aug-
mentation technique provides significantly more
examples for column prediction (especially un-
der GROUP BY and ORDER BY clauses), which
greatly benefits the overall model performance.
Column Encoding To see how our table-aware
column encoding affects performance of our
model, we also report the model’s result with-
out using table information for our column encod-
ing. After excluding the table embedding from
column embeddings, the test performance further
goes down by 3.3%. This drop is especially large
for Medium/Hard SQL queries, where the correct
column prediction is a key. Additionally, in Ta-
ble 2, the model’s performance on GROUP BY
component decreases dramatically because it is
hard to predict group-by columns correctly with-
out table information (e.g. multiple different ta-
bles may have a column of the same name ”id”
in the database). This result shows that the table-
aware encoding is important to predict the correct
columns in unseen, complex databases (with many
foreign keys).
SQL Decoding History In order to gain more
insight into how our SQL decoding history ad-
dresses complex SQL, we report our model’s per-
formance without SQL path history. As shown in
the Table 1, the model’s performance drops about
9.6% on exacting matching metric without con-
sidering the previous decoding states in each de-
coding state. More importantly, its performance
on hard and extra hard SQL queries decreases to
0%. This indicates that our model is able to predict
nested queries thanks to the SQL decoding history.
6.3 Error Analysis and Future Work
The most common errors are from column pre-
diction. Future work may include developing
a database schema encoder that can capture re-
lationships among columns and foreign keys in
the database more effectively. Other common er-
rors include incorrect prediction of SQL skeleton
structures, aggregators and operators.
There are also a few limitations in our model.
For example, SyntaxSQLNet first predicts all the
column names in the SQL query, and then chooses
tables to generate the FROM clause based on the
selected columns. Suppose the natural language
input is “return the stadium name and the number
of concerts held in each stadium.” The SQL query
predicted by SyntaxSQLNet is
SELECT count(*), name FROM
stadium GROUP BY stadium id
While the correct answer is
SELECT T2.name, count(*)
FROM concert AS T1 JOIN
stadium AS T2 ON T1.stadium id
= T2.stadium id GROUP BY
T1.stadium id
Even though SyntaxSQLNet predicts all column
names and keywords correctly, its deterministic
FROM clause generation method fails to join tables
(”concert” and ”stadium” in this case) together.
One possible solution is to predict table names
in the FROM clause by considering the relations
among tables in the database.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a syntax tree-based
model to address complex and cross-domain text-
to-SQL task. Utilizing a SQL specific syntax de-
coder, as well as SQL path history and table-aware
column attention encoders, our model outperforms
previous work by a significant margin. The ab-
lation study demonstrates that our proposed tech-
niques are able to predict nested, complex SQL
queries correctly even for unseen databases.
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